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ABSTRACT: With unprecedented ability to localize electromagnetic ﬁeld in time and space, the nanometer scale laser
promises exceptionally broad scientiﬁc and technological
innovation. However, as the laser cavity becomes subwavelength, the diﬀraction of light prohibits the directional
emission, so-called the directionality, one of the fundamental
attributes of the laser. Here, we have demonstrated a deep
subwavelength waveguide embedded (WEB) plasmon laser
that directs more than 70% of its radiation into an embedded
semiconductor nanobelt waveguide with dramatically enhanced radiation eﬃciency. The unique conﬁguration of WEB plasmon
laser naturally integrates photonic and electronic functionality allowing both eﬃcient electrical modulation and wavelength
multiplexing. We have demonstrated a plasmonic circuit integrating ﬁve independently modulated multicolored plasmon laser
sources multiplexed onto a single semiconductor nanobelt waveguide, illustrating the potential of plasmon lasers for large scale,
ultradense photonic integration.
KEYWORDS: Surface plasmon, laser, spaser, circuit, multiplexing and modulation
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without disturbing the cavity mode or increasing the device
footprint.
Here, we demonstrate an integrated waveguide embedded
(WEB) plasmon laser that eﬃciently converts surface plasmons
into directional laser emission by launching more than 70% of
its radiation into a semiconductor nanobelt waveguide. Due to
this eﬃcient conversion, the radiation eﬃciency of the plasmon
laser has been enhanced about 20 times to 35%. We show an
array of ﬁve WEB lasers with diﬀerent colors multiplexed onto a
single semiconductor waveguide. Each of these plasmon lasers
has a submicrometer footprint and operates at room temperature. Moreover, this unique design naturally integrates
electronic and photonic elements, enabling independent direct
electrical modulation of each plasmon laser. A maximum
modulation depth of 11 dB for merely 1 V of bias sweep is
obtained. These unique properties demonstrate an intriguing
hybrid photonic and plasmonic circuit that integrates multicolor nanoscopic plasmon lasers with direct electrical
modulation and wavelength multiplexing onto a single photonic
semiconductor waveguide.
The WEB plasmon laser is constructed by crossing a
semiconductor cadmium sulﬁde (CdS) nanobelt waveguide
over a silver strip with a 5-nm-thick magnesium ﬂuoride
(MgF2) gap layer. At the semiconductor−metal intersection,
the surface plasmon eﬀect induces a high eﬀective refractive

egarded as the key driver of ultradense optoelectronic
circuitry, single-molecule sensing, ultrahigh-density data
storage, nanoscale lasers have attracted much attention.1−7 The
research of nanoscale lasers is rapidly advancing, and a variety
of approaches have been explored including Fabry−Pérot
lasers,8−10 whispering gallery lasers,11−13 photonic crystal
lasers,14−17 and metallic lasers.18−26 Recently, plasmon lasers
with both a physical size and an optical mode conﬁnement
below the diﬀraction limit of light in a diﬀerent number of
dimensions have been demonstrated19−21,24−26 using localized
surface plasmons bound to metal surfaces.27−31 With the
unprecedented ability to generate intense electromagnetic
radiation at the nanoscale in femtosecond time scales, plasmon
lasers now stimulates the exploration of exceptionally broad
scientiﬁc and technological innovation at the nanometer scale.
However, critical challenges remain and must be tackled before
these plasmon lasers can be utilized as integrated light sources.
First, the large momentum mismatch of light inside and outside
of a deep subwavelength plasmon cavity results in diﬀraction
into all directions, inhibiting directional emission and eﬃcient
collection of optical power from a plasmon laser for practical
applications. Furthermore, due to the intrinsic metal Ohmic
loss limited quality factor, the radiation eﬃciency of plasmon
laser is very low. The devices deliver energy to the nanoscale
plasmonic mode but just release only a small part of their
optical energy to the far ﬁeld before it is dissipated in the metal.
Last, scaling down integrated photonics requires multiplexed
nanolasers with direct on-chip electrical modulation, which
places constraints on the integration of driving electronics
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index, forming a square-shaped plasmon laser cavity. The
dominant radiative loss of the cavity is scattering into the
semiconductor waveguide that guides the majority of the laser
radiation into desired directions (Figure 1a). A CdS nanobelt32
with high luminescence quantum eﬃciency serves as both gain
medium in the laser cavity and semiconductor waveguide

above the laser threshold, the brightest light spot appears at the
end facet of the semiconductor waveguide instead of at the
excited plasmon laser cavity region, indicating that laser
emission is eﬃciently coupled into the waveguide. The
transition from spontaneous emission to full laser oscillation
is clearly visible by both the rapid increase in spectral purity of
the plasmon cavity modes (line width narrowing eﬀect) and the
clear threshold behavior in integrated light output versus pump
response (Figure 1d). It is worth noting that the current
threshold can be reduced dramatically by using a laser with
longer pulse, since the pump laser pulse width (∼100 fs) we
used now is just about 1/1000th of the spontaneous emission
lifetime. The observed lasing signal at the end of the waveguide
originates from the plasmonic cavity mode at the intersection,
but is guided to the waveguide facet by the photonic waveguide
mode supported in the semiconductor strip waveguide. The
eﬃcient conversion of ampliﬁed surface plasmons to the
directional waveguide emission is evident from the optical
image of a lasing device shown in Figure 1c. Integrating the
intensity of all emitted light, we estimate that 80% of the light
emission is coupled to the waveguide propagating in both
directions away from the laser due to the symmetry of the
structure.
It is important to emphasize that the observed plasmon
lasing behavior solely originates from the WEB plasmon cavity
mode in the intersection region. Figure 1e shows a control
experiment where the CdS nanobelt is locally excited away
from the crossed region at a pump power of 7.4 GW cm−2. The
obtained spectrum indicates that it is a broad band-edge
spontaneous emission of CdS with full width at half-maximum
of about 18 nm (Figure 1e blue curve), which is dramatically in
contrast with the high purity and intense plasmon lasing
emission from the WEB plasmon cavity region with full width
at half-maximum under 2 nm at the same pump power (Figure
1e red curve, the same as the red curve in Figure 1d). This is an
unambiguous evidence that the crossed metal strip and
semiconductor waveguide have formed a high quality WEB
plasmon laser cavity. The Fabry−Perot mode across the width
of CdS nanobelt has radiation loss (estimated to be about 4 ×
104 cm−1) even much higher than the metal Ohmic loss due to
the small dimensions of width (∼620 nm) and thickness (∼100
nm) which prevents the lasing from the photonic CdS
nanobelt.
The experimental observation of eﬃcient directional waveguide coupling from a WEB plasmon laser into a semiconductor waveguide is supported by full wave electromagnetic
simulations (Figures 2 and 3). The relative momentum and
spatial intensity proﬁles determine the coupling strength
between the plasmon cavity mode and the external modes.
Figure 2 shows the mode matching conditions of the WEB
plasmon laser cavity. The eﬀective refractive indexes of all the
involved modes are plotted in Figure 3a. The eﬀective refractive
index of the plasmonic TM mode with dominant electric ﬁeld
perpendicular to the substrate surface at the intersection region
is much higher than that of the modes of pure semiconductor
nanobelt and metal strip alone, which is the key to form a high
quality plasmon cavity in the crossed region (Figure 2a). Figure
2b−d shows the mode proﬁles along the direction
perpendicular to the metal surface of the semiconductor−
insulator−metal gap surface plasmon mode, semiconductor
nanobelt waveguide mode and surface plasmon mode at the
Ag−air interface. The thickness of the CdS nanobelt is 100 nm
in the simulation of Figure 2b−d. We can see that the TE mode

Figure 1. Waveguide embedded (WEB) plasmon laser with directional
emission. (a) Schematic of a WEB plasmon laser optically pumped.
Only the cavity region is pumped and laser emission is launched to the
semiconductor waveguide, which scatters into free space from its end
facet. (b−c) the SEM micrograph (b) and CCD-camera imaged lasing
(c) of a 620 nm wide, 100 nm thick CdS nanobelt crossing a 250 nm
thick, 790 nm wide silver strip separated by a 5 nm MgF2 gap. While
only the crossing region is excited (white dashed circle in c), the
brightest light spot appears at the CdS waveguide end facet. Scattering
lights from the laser cavity and three other locations is considerably
weaker. The obtained laser emission-to-waveguide coupling eﬃciently
is about 80%. (d) The increased coherence of collected spectra from
all scattered light areas with increasing pump power indicates the
occurrence of laser action. The transition from spontaneous emission
(3.3 GW cm−2, black) to full laser oscillation (7.4 GW cm−2, red) is
clearly visible by both the signiﬁcant line width narrowing eﬀect and
the clear threshold behavior in integrated light output versus pump
response (inset). (e) Control experiment where the CdS nanobelt is
excited away from the crossed region at a pump power of 7.4 GW
cm−2. The obtained spectrum indicates that it is a broad band-edge
spontaneous emission of CdS with full width at half-maximum of
about 18 nm (red curve, emission pattern shown in the inset), which is
dramatically in contrast with the high purity and intense plasmon
lasing emission from the crossed plasmonic cavity region with full
width at half-maximum under 2 nm at the same power (black curve,
emission pattern shown in panel c). This is an unambiguous evidence
that the crossed metal strip and semiconductor waveguide can form a
high quality plasmonic cavity which can lase under pump with
threshold much lower than that of the Fabry−Perot photonic cavity
mode of CdS waveguide with a width of just hundreds of nanometer
alone.
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outside for emitted laser light. The 5-nm MgF2 gap layer is used
to pull the electric ﬁeld into the gap region thus conﬁning the
plasmonic mode signiﬁcantly below the diﬀraction limit of light
with relatively low metal Ohmic loss.33 Figure 1b shows the
SEM micrograph of a WEB plasmon laser. The footprint of the
plasmon laser is about 0.48 μm2. The directional emission of
the laser is observed by optically pumping the cavity region and
imaging the scattered light (Figure 1c). At pump intensities
B
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Figure 2. Mode matching conditions of the WEB plasmon laser. (a) The eﬀective indexes of the semiconductor−insulator−metal gap surface
plasmon mode, semiconductor nanobelt waveguide mode, surface plasmon mode at the Ag−air interface, and air. In the plotted region, the TE mode
of the semiconductor waveguide is the most conﬁned mode with the highest momentum available outside of the intersection region. (b−d) Mode
proﬁles along the direction perpendicular to the metal surface of the semiconductor−insulator−metal gap surface plasmon mode, semiconductor
nanobelt waveguide mode, and surface plasmon mode at the Ag−air interface. The dominant electric ﬁeld of the gap surface plasmon mode is Ez.
The Ex and Ey components of this mode share similar proﬁles. TE mode of the semiconductor waveguide is with the best spatial mode matching with
the weaker in-plane electric ﬁelds (Ex and Ey) of the WEB plasmon cavity mode. The thickness of the CdS nanobelt is 100 nm in simulations.
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of the semiconductor waveguide is the most conﬁned mode
available with both the best momentum and spatial mode
matching with the weaker in-plane electric ﬁelds (Ex and Ey) of
the WEB plasmon cavity mode. Although TM modes of the
semiconductor waveguide and silver strip share the same
dominant Ez electric ﬁeld component in the cavity, they are
delocalized and low momentum leading to both poor
momentum and spatial mode matching to the cavity mode.
While the weak coupling to all available modes ensures
relatively large cavity quality factors, the best momentum and
spatial mode matching is achieved for the TE semiconductor
waveguide mode leading to the observed preferential coupling
to the semiconductor waveguide.
The coupling between the WEB plasmon cavity and varies
radiation channels is further studied by three-dimensional
electromagnetic simulation (Figure 3). We can see that there is
a square-shaped plasmon cavity25 formed in the intersection
region due to the high eﬀective index contrast between the
surface plasmon mode and the surroundings (Figure 3a). The
dominant electric ﬁeld, Ez, is conﬁned well in the intersection
region (Figure 3g). The in-plane ﬁelds, Ex and Ey, can be
eﬃciently coupled to the TE mode of the semiconductor
waveguide which is the most conﬁned mode available with both
the best momentum and spatial mode matching them (Figure
3h−i).The observed signiﬁcantly preferential light capture and
subsequent guiding by the semiconductor waveguide suggests
that mode coupling is stronger between this photonic
waveguide and plasmon cavity modes (Figure 3a−b,d).
Signiﬁcantly, our calculations show that more than 70% of all
of the radiated energy from the laser cavity is eﬃciently coupled
to the waveguide with thickness above 60 nm, and about 5% of
the energy is coupled to plasmonic modes of the silver strip. A

higher eﬃciency is measured from the scattered light in the
aforementioned WEB laser (Figure 1c) where the energy
coupled to the plasmonic modes is not taken into account.
When the CdS strip is thinner than 60 nm, the cavity still
maintains a similar quality factor due to the plasmonic
conﬁnement eﬀect; however, the coupling eﬃciency to the
semiconductor waveguide reduces due to the decreased
eﬀective index and the cutoﬀ of photonic waveguide modes.
For such thin waveguides, the light scattered to free space
increases, and the dominant waveguide coupling channel
switches to the metal strip, whose surface plasmon mode has
the better momentum and spatial mode matching to the WEB
plasmon cavity. In this way, WEB plasmon lasers may serve as
coherent surface plasmon sources for constructing nanophotonic circuits based entirely on surface plasmons.
The unique architecture of the WEB plasmon laser allows for
implementing multicolor laser arrays and multiplexing them
into the same waveguide. With each laser occupying a footprint
less than a square micrometer, we demonstrate a ﬁve-channel
single-mode WEB plasmon laser array multiplexed onto a single
semiconductor waveguide by integrating a semiconductor strip
onto multiple silver strips fabricated by E-beam lithography
(Figure 4a). As shown in Figure 4b, each laser emits a diﬀerent
color because the varying width of the waveguide tunes the
resonant condition of plasmon cavity and therefore the
emission wavelength. The full width at half-maximum of a
single mode plasmon laser emission can be narrower than 1 nm
(Figure 4b). Since the propagating mode in the semiconductor
waveguide is the TE mode with electric ﬁeld parallel to the
substrate surface, which interacts very weakly with both the
material discontinuities and the modes of neighboring WEB
plasmon cavities. As a result, the emission from each laser
C
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Figure 3. 3D electromagnetic simulation of a WEB plasmon laser and the laser-to-waveguide coupling eﬃciency. (a) Electric ﬁeld intensity
distribution viewed from above CdS strip (proﬁled by two horizontal white lines) crossing Ag strip (proﬁled by two vertical white lines; both 600 nm
in width and 100 nm in thickness) in log scale separated by a 5 nm MgF2 gap. The surface plasmon eﬀect creates a local laser cavity in the cross
region (the square area proﬁled by white lines in the middle of ﬁgure) by total internal surface plasmon reﬂection. The cavity’s radiative losses are
predominately launched into the same CdS waveguide directly. (b) Electric ﬁeld intensity distribution cross section in log scale in the x−z plane
along the white dashed line in a. (c) Eﬀective indices of TE and TM modes in cross region and in CdS strip region along the white dashed line in a.
(d) Electric ﬁeld intensity (|E|2) distribution cross section along the red dashed line in a (the mode proﬁle of out coupled light in CdS waveguide),
indicating that the ﬁeld is well-conﬁned in the waveguide away from cavity region. (e) Electric ﬁeld intensity (|E|2) distribution along the white
dashed line in b (the ﬁeld distribution along the z-axis in intersection cavity region), indicating that the ﬁeld is well-conﬁned in the 5 nm low
permittivity gap region. (f−i) The electric ﬁeld intensity distributions of |E|, Ez, Ex, and Ey in the middle of CdS viewed normal to the sample
substrate in linear scale. The dominant electric ﬁeld, Ez, is conﬁned well in the intersection region (g). The in-plane ﬁelds, Ex and Ey, are eﬃciently
coupled to the TE mode of the semiconductor waveguide which is the most conﬁned mode available with both the best momentum and spatial
mode matching them (h−i). (j) Approaching 80% of all radiated energy of the plasmon cavity with a 600-nm-by-600-nm in plane size can be coupled
to the waveguide for thicknesses greater than 60 nm (green region). Below about 60 nm (yellow region), the main coupling channel is changing to
the metal strip waveguide, where the WEB plasmon lasers serve as sources of coherent surface plasmons.
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device can be eﬀectively transmitted across neighboring cavities,
without signiﬁcant scattering or interference, which allows the
embedded waveguide to eﬀectively multiplex the emission of all
WEB plasmon lasers. We note that the number of lasing modes
can be tuned by the thickness of a CdS strip. The single mode
operation occurs here because that a thicker CdS strip
intersecting a metal strip induced plasmon cavity has a weak
eﬀective index contrast with CdS nanobelt waveguiding modes
and thus supports less square cavity modes. All of the lasing
behaviors have been veriﬁed by two measures:34 (1) There are
clear linear−superlinear−linear transitions in the pump
intensity dependence of the total output power curves of all
measured lasing devices; (2) The obtained intensity of lasing
cavity mode peaks exceed the spontaneous emission background by at least 1 order of magnitude. The spectra evolution,
threshold, and line width narrowing behaviors of the WEB
plasmon laser labeled as 5 in Figure 4a have been shown in

Figure 4c. Others are supplied in the Supporting Information.
We have observed a dramatic line width narrowing from about
20 nm to lower than 1 nm around the threshold indicating the
onset of lasing. With increasing pump power well above
threshold, the spectrum becomes asymmetry, and the line
width slightly broadens. For the large conventional cavity lasers
under continuous wave excitation, the line width will decrease
inversely with the pump power above threshold due to an
increasing degree of population inversion, that is, the usual
Schawlow−Townes behavior. However, for micro and nanoscale lasers under fast pulsed excitation, the stimulated emission
rate can become comparable to phonon relaxation rate that
induces electronic nonequilibrium of the gain in the lasing
regime. The resulting nonequilibrium energy distribution of
carriers gives the broadening and asymmetry of the lasing
peak.35−39
D
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Figure 5. Direct electrical modulation of WEB plasmon laser. The
carrier concentration in the WEB plasmon cavity can be tuned via an
applied bias on two electrodes placed onto the CdS nanobelt. For
electrical modulation test, In/Au (10/120 nm) ohmic contact
electrodes are deﬁned through lithography and lift-oﬀ processes. (a)
Laser spectra of the device under a peak pump intensity of 3.8 GW
cm−2 under various applied bias for a 1.15 um width, 140 nm thick
CdS strip crossing 250 nm thick, 1 μm width silver strip separated by a
5 nm MgF2 gap. Black line, 2.5 V; Red line, 3.5 V; Blue line, 4.0 V.
Inset: Schematic of the direct electrical modulated WEB plasmon laser.
(b) The lasing peak intensity of the device shows a 16 dB modulation
depth within a 4 bias change, while the peak wavelength shift is below
0.3 nm over the entire bias region owing to the free carrier plasma
eﬀect.
Figure 4. A multiplexed array of WEB plasmon lasers. (a) WEB
plasmon lasers are straightforward to be assembled into integrated
arrays. Here, ﬁve WEB plasmon laser devices are assembled from the
same CdS strip crossing ﬁve silver strips with widths of 1 μm. For
electrical interface, In/Au (10/120 nm) ohmic contact electrodes are
deﬁned through lithography and lift-oﬀ processes. (b) Spectra of these
ﬁve WEB plasmon laser covering a 12 nm range. Such a realization of
multicolor-array emission into a single waveguide is a promising step
toward on-chip wavelength-division-multiplexing. (c) The spectra
evolution, threshold, and line width narrowing behaviors of the WEB
plasmon laser are labeled as 5 in panel a. Others are shown in the
Supporting Information. The transition from spontaneous emission
(2.9 GW cm−2, black) to full laser oscillation (4.6 GW cm−2, red) is
clearly visible by both the rapid increase in spectral purity of the cavity
modes, the clear threshold behavior in integrated light output versus
pump response (inset, top) and the rapidly narrowing of line width
(inset, bottom).
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jeopardizing the well-conﬁned plasmon modes at all. We have
employed this unique property to enable direct laser amplitude
modulation here, while the opposite operation, injecting
electrons and holes into the active cavity region, can lead to
an electrically pumped semiconductor plasmon laser. As shown
in the inset of Figure 5, we integrate two In/Au electrodes at
both ends of the waveguide to demonstrate modulation of the
laser intensity by extracting electron−hole pairs from the cavity
region by biasing the two electrodes (Figure 5a). Remarkably,
the laser peak intensity can be modulated by 16 dB for a peak
bias of 4 V by tuning the electron−hole pair concentration in
CdS and thus the total gain of the laser (Figure 5b). A
maximum modulation strength of 11 dBV−1 is experimentally
demonstrated. Since the applied bias changes the density of
excited carriers in the cavity, the real part of the refractive index
of CdS is also changed due to the plasma dispersion eﬀect.40 As
a result, a linear shift of peak emission wavelength is expected
as shown in Figure 5b. We estimate that the carrier density in a
lasing WEB plasmon cavity changes by about 4.4 × 1018 cm−3
for a voltage sweep of 4 V (see the Supporting Information). It

The metal and semiconductor strips forming the plasmon
laser cavity not only can serve as out-coupling waveguides but
also can be used as electrical contacts simultaneously, allowing
carriers to be transported into and out-of the cavity free from
E
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Figure 6. Unidirectional emission and scaling down of WEB plasmon laser. (a−b) Unidirectional emitted WEB plasmon laser. (a) Electric ﬁeld
intensity distribution viewed from above CdS nanobelt crossing Ag strip (both 600 nm in width and 100 nm in thickness) in log scale separated by 5
nm MgF2 gap. The cavity’s radiative emission are predominately launched into the right side CdS waveguide directly, since the left side waveguide is
cut oﬀ which makes the corresponding out coupling boundary to be total internal reﬂective. (b) Electric ﬁeld intensity distribution cross section in
log scale in x−z plane along the white dashed line in a. (c−f) 3D electromagnetic simulation of a WEB plasmon laser constructed on CdS and Ag
waveguide with lateral dimensions for 60 nm (thickness) × 60 nm (width). (a) Electric ﬁeld intensity distribution viewed from above CdS nanobelt
crossing Ag strip separated by 5 nm MgF2 gap in log scale. (b) Electric ﬁeld intensity distribution cross section in log scale in the x−z plane along the
white dashed line in a. (c) Electric ﬁeld |E| distribution cross section along the red dashed line in a, indicating that the major emission from the cavity
is captured and guided by the subdiﬀraction Ag surface plasmon waveguide. (d) Electric ﬁeld |E| distribution cross section along one red dashed line
on Ag in a, indicating the mode proﬁle of out coupled light in Ag surface plasmon waveguide.

is remarkable that this value is of the same order as the
inversion density needed in bulk CdS laser despite the much
higher loss of a plasmon cavity.41 This is mainly due to the
much higher spontaneous emission β factor, spatial gain overlap
factor, and Purcell factor of deeply conﬁned plasmon cavity
modes compared to that of diﬀraction limited cavity
modes.18,20,21,42
The WEB plasmon laser can also achieve unidirectional out
coupling by cutting oﬀ one out coupling waveguide. Providing
the cut is made at the silver nanowire edge, the corresponding
cavity boundary would become total internal reﬂective. Figure
6a−b shows a simulation indicating the excellent unidirectional
coupling possible. We note that further scaling down the
waveguide size is also possible, where the fundamental dipole
resonant mode will preferentially couple to metal strip surface
plasmon waveguide. We have examined a CdS waveguide with
lateral dimensions for 60 nm × 60 nm and a Ag waveguide with
lateral dimensions for 60 nm × 60 nm with a three-dimensional
electromagnetic simulation. We ﬁnd a fundamental dipole
mode cavity formed in the cross region and the major emission
from the cavity is captured and guided by the subdiﬀraction Ag
surface plasmon waveguide (Figure 6c−f).
In a plasmon cavity, the total quality factor is usually limited
by the metal Ohmic loss. Thus, the devices deliver energy to
the nanoscale plasmonic mode but just release only a small part
of their optical energy to the far ﬁeld before it is dissipated in
the metal.6 Since the fraction of energy radiating out of the
cavity depends on the radiative quality factor relative to the
quality factor of the cavity, reducing the radiation quality factor
to a certain level can increase the radiation (energy) eﬃciency
of a plasmon laser, while still maintain mediate total quality
factor. In the WEB plasmon laser, due to the eﬃcient
conversion of surface plasmons in the WEB plasmon cavity
to photons propagating in photonic waveguide, the radiation
quality factor can be reduced by more than 1 order of

Figure 7. Radiation eﬃciency enhancement of WEB plasmon laser.
The extracted total and radiative quality factors of square cavities and
WEB plasmon cavities through 3D electromagnetic simulation. (a−b)
Schematic images of a square cavity (a) and a WEB cavity (b). (c)
Calculated total and radiative quality factors of square cavities and
WEB cavities for varies CdS strip thickness. The radiative eﬃciency of
the cross cavity is about 35% estimated by the radiative quality factor
relative to the quality factor of the cavity. While the estimated radiative
eﬃciency is just about 2% for the square cavity due to a high radiative
Q.
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magnitude comparing to the plasmon square cavity as shown in
Figure 7. The radiative eﬃciency of the cross cavity is about
35% estimated by the radiative quality factor relative to the
quality factor of the cavity, while the estimated radiative
eﬃciency is just about 2% for the square cavity due to a high
radiative quality factor. The crossing waveguide conﬁguration
has signiﬁcantly enhanced the percentage of energy coupled out
of the plasmon laser.
In summary, we have demonstrated a directionally emitting
WEB plasmon laser that eﬃciently converts coherent surface
plasmons from a small laser cavity into an embedded photonic
semiconductor waveguide. The WEB plasmon laser has an
enhanced radiation eﬃciency of about 35%. Eﬀective electrical
modulation and wavelength multiplexing of WEB plasmon
lasers at room temperature have been demonstrated experimentally. The hybrid photonic and plasmonic circuit integrates
four key functions including: multicolored plasmon light
sources, direct electrical modulation, eﬃcient waveguide
collection and out-coupling, and wavelength multiplexing in a
compact and novel conﬁguration, paving the way toward large
scale on-chip integrated hybrid optoelectronic circuitry.
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